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Linden Series concert

The Linden Series, a weekly concert series, begins tonight at 8 p.m. at the First Unitarian Church at 3rd and Main streets. The series features a variety of musical performances, including classical, jazz, and contemporary music. For more information, please call 555-1234.

Rage in Harlem

an action comedy

by David Lyman

First, a little more information about "Rage in Harlem," the first of two feature films that will be shooting in Greater Cincinnati this spring. The other is "The City of Hope," directed by John Sayles.

Despite its rather ominous sounding title, the movie is an action comedy, says producer, the late Kirk Douglas. The entire picture was shot in two weeks on the "dirt cheap" Saturday Night Live" set, which the two-time Emmy winner used to work in.

It was reported last week that Denny Glover, who played the Action Weapon 2802, would star in the picture, confirmed Mr. Douglas. But it is so far from the "City of Hope" set that it is more accurate to describe his character, "Easy Money," as a "small but very important role.

The movie's script is by John Sayles from an unfinished 1965 novel by Chester Himes, who was writing as "Larry C Photographs the Hotel." Hollywood's noted black director comes to "An American"

"In this an unfinished American"

It was confirmed last week that the movie is to be directed by the late Kirk Douglas, who runs the American Film Institute.

And the main character is Harlem.

It would be difficult to shoot it in Yugoslavia or somewhere that has little to offer other than a large tax

deduce.

She cited the company's record of high quality movies, a list that includes "Monna Lisa," "High Sierra" and "Sculptor." And she noted that last year the company produced "Shaft," a film that took place in South Carolina.

So we also make a record of the movie's success, she said, "Films with American casts American stories and in American settings. They must be made in America.

Three Men return

The much talked about sequel, "Three Men and a Baby II," will be released in a few weeks.

"The film is a sequel to the original 1987 film, "Three Men and a Baby," which was a huge hit. The story follows the adventures of three men who become caretakers for a baby.

Rush rockers 'going through a renaissance'

by Larry Nager

Post staff reporter

A sensible breakfast of bran flakes and fruit, followed by a slow, in-classic film style, they have produced a "rewind" search.

Locally, the search is being conducted by a group of club members, including "The Flyn Playing Fingers"

John Wayne's "Flying Fingers" will be shown Tuesday at the new feature of the ongoing Avon Cinema Classic Film Festival at the U.S. Air Force Museum at Dayton's Wright Patterson Air Force Base.

The 1943 picture tells of the American pilots who fought for the Chinese in their war against the Japanese, before the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. Wayne stars as a heroic squadron leader.

Also on the program will be the film "Flying Fingers" as well as the serial "Adventures of the Flying Cadets," with Johnny Downs and Robert Armstrong.

Showtime is 7 p.m. in the museum auditorium. Tickets are $5.60. For information, call 455-2457.

Post movie critic David Lyman's film review appears Monday in The Post.